Public-private partnership to achieve safely managed sanitation: NAIVAWASS & Sanivation
Growth in formal emptying and adequate treatment
Inclusive sanitation doesn’t work without government
Nakuru County Inclusive Vision
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- Formulation of inclusive sanitation policies
- Coordinate the implementation of countywide sanitation strategies and plans
- Mobilize resources
- Facilitate collaboration and partnerships
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Launch of Nakuru Countywide Sanitation Strategy & NACOSTEC
Short Term
• Increase wastewater and fecal sludge treatment capacity
• Promote and support septic tank construction
• Sanitation marketing

Medium to Long-Term Interventions:
• Establish scheduled universal FSM
Our plants treat and convert waste into biomass fuels

Lower Public Investment + More Private Revenue = Sanitation becomes commercially bankable
PARTNER WITH UTILITIES FOR TREATMENT SERVICE AND WITH INDUSTRIES FOR FUEL SERVICE
FSM Services: “From Blueprint to Scale”

- **Risk Capital**: Demonstrate viability of new technology
- **Growth Capital**: Help governments finance inclusive approaches
- **Sustainable Capital**: Governments have local revenue to support local service provision
Collaboration for safely managed sanitation

PUBLIC SECTOR
- Setting goals and coordinating stakeholders
- Providing land
- Policy enforcement
- Collecting tariffs and public financing

PRIVATE SECTOR
- Providing technical expertise
- Supporting planning efforts
  - Implementing services
  - Accessing commercial finance
Thank you!
https://sanivation.box.com/v/CWISP

Have questions? Interact with us:
andrew.foote@sanivation.com,
festus.ngeno@Nakuru.go.ke